To
(As per list attached).

Subject:- Requirement of one new 'Panasonic KX-TDA100D' (with at least 08 main lines and 09 digital extensions) Key Telephone System and 09 'Panasonic KX-DT346' Key Telephone Instruments along with other essential accessories for the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting – reg.

Sir(s),

This Ministry intends to urgently acquire:

(i) One new ‘Panasonic KX-TDA100D’ Key Telephone System (with at least 08 lines and 09 digital extensions) along with;
(ii) 09 ‘Panasonic KX-DT346’ Dey telephone instruments (with Caller-ID facilities,
(iii) One new MDF,
(iv) One new UPS of reputed company;
(v) One/two Battery(ies) of reputed company and wiring/channeling and Installation work of said KTS.

2. Sealed-cover quotations under 'Limited Tender', are, therefore, invited from the firms with the request to inform this Ministry about the availability, rates and other terms and conditions of above mentioned item on priority basis latest by 18.07.2014 at 11.30 AM in Room No.548, ‘A’ Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi. The quotations which will be received by stipulated time of that date shall be opened on the same day i.e. on 18.07.2014 at 3.30 PM in the Room No.544 ‘A’ wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.

3. The quotations along with Demand Draft of Rs.5000/= (Five thousand only) in favour of Pay & Accounts Officer, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, New Delhi may be sent by post or be delivered by hand within stipulated time frame as mentioned above. No request for extension of time to submit quotation will be entertained. This Ministry will not be responsible for any delay in reaching the quotations after last date and time mentioned above. The Ministry holds all the rights to change the date, time and venue of opening quotations due to any unavoidable circumstances and cancel the entire process, if so required at any stage.

4. Representative(s) of interested firms can be present along with their proper identification(s) at the time of opening the quotations in Room No. 544 ‘A’ Sing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi on 18.07.2014 at 3.30 PM.

Yours faithfully,

(S.S. Bedi)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Ph. No.2338 4990